#FAMFUNFEST

**Event Dates**
08/08/20
09/12/20

**Boy Scouts of America**

**Family Fun Fest**
Build Your Adventure

Complete as many of these as you can, snap a picture of the card/activities & share with us on social using #FAMFUNFEST

- Text a friend who would love Scouting & invite them to Family Fun Fest
- Share a picture of you hanging with a pet on social with #FAMFUNFEST
- RSVP to Family Fun Fest on Facebook
- Share a picture of your Family Fun Fest supplies on social with #FAMFUNFEST
- Share the Family Fun Fest Facebook event with your friends
- Design & share your perfect Pinewood Derby car on social with #FAMFUNFEST
- Look up & learn five (5) new facts about rockets
- Do something kind for someone you know

Learn more and register at scouting.org/familyfunfest